
Jackson is a pretty little town, built on some very steep hills, steep 
enough that its streets often don’t meet at right angles.

Jackson



Sidewalk fair balloons.



but they had no showers, so we went on to Pine Acres 
private campground, just past the town of Pine Grove. 
Jacky went for a brief swim. 

Pine Grove is at 2500' elevation, in the forest. Conifers 
predominate, still with lots of broadleaves. 
Temperatures were in the 80s, but sun and a tailwind 
equal to our speed made it hot. There are beautiful 
wild sweet peas (lupine), purple and yellow.

We walked back into town to pig out at Gianinni’s. Our 
waitress admitted that she had sunbathed wearing 
cycling gloves when she was in high school, just to 
acquire the neat suntan pattern on her hands. She 
agreed when I said that was cheating.

Overheard, for future reference: “Volcano is a great 
little town.” We mailed home two B&B brochures, one 
from Volcano.

A harbinger of 
incorrect English 
usage that 
accompanied us all 
the way across.

Some of the side 
streets were difficult 
to even walk up! We 
looked for the 
Jackson museum, 
but didn’t find it. 

I rode ahead to 
investigate camping 
at Indian Grinding 
Rock state park, two 
or three miles off 
the road. It was a 
pretty place (fast 
getting in, a serious 
climb getting out!), 



Monday, July 3, to Iron Mountain
37.36 miles, 11:18, the day’s rating: 7

Wildlife count: two nice bucks.



8 AM: I started riding one mile at a time, 
then waiting. It’s too difficult to match each 
other’s pace. So far, the grade is 2 or 3% 
average, never more than maybe 5%.

Breakfast at Pioneer, where there is a big P&M Cedar Products 
sawmill. They were watering their logs as we went by.

We passed about half a mile of grazing cattle, many wearing bells. 
Very musical! In hilly country, an easy way to locate your cows.



One mile between regroupings seems about 
right. Climbing hills should be done at your own 
natural pace, not someone else’s. Steeper places 
give me time for updating my notes, adjusting 
the bike, stretching, daydreaming, etc.

A professor from Boulder, Colorado gave us 
apricots at one rest stop.

We had a great picnic in a little clearing under 
the redwoods (they look like coastal redwoods – 
do redwoods grow in the Sierra? – certainly not 
the giant Sequoias – probably incense cedar), 
and took a nap.

I hope the pictures I took are half as great as 
the real thing! Coming north just over Bear lake 
about 6000', you come over a crest into 
suddenly totally different geography – real high 
Sierra. Exposed rock, sparse trees, mostly firs.



Jacky’s diary:

Dave got very uncomfortable riding uphill at my pace, 
so he rode ahead about a mile at a time and waited for

me. Usually he had the camera, so we’ll have lots of 
pictures of an exhausted Jacky struggling to a stop.





Very difficult, very beautiful day. We went around a 
corner and the landscape changed completely, 
including our first snow covered mountain. Saw two

deer early in the day, right in the middle of one of 
these little towns. They were small but had large 
antlers, so it’s hard to say if they were young or old.



Jacky’s diary:

About 1 PM, we found a lovely glade and 
spread out the tent for a nap and a bagel and 
devilled ham lunch. Very nice.

Took an hour’s break at 4 PM, and got lost in 
the woods trying to find my way back to the 
highway. 



We made it as far as Iron mountain. Jacky was exhausted, 
a hard day. We agreed on a rest day at Carson City.



Iron Mountain is a ski resort something above 7000', still under 
development. The winter part is probably complete, but they are improving 
it, trying to fix it up as a summer resort also. Not even grass on a lot of the 
surface. I hope they make it work: it’s really beautiful scenery, and we were 
badly in need of a refuge when we got to it.

We took a short walk to loosen 
up, then went to the restaurant, 
almost deserted, for a large 
helping of wonderful lasagna.



Jacky’s diary:

We found the Iron Mountain ski resort. It was mostly under 
construction, and the generator was noisy. Nevertheless, the shower 
and vegetable lasagna and king size bed were heaven indeed.





62.14 miles, 10:03. Maximum 49 
mph, between Sorensens and 
Woodfords, a record. Rating: 5

Tuesday, July 4, to Carson City, Nevada



We set the alarm for 4:40, but still didn’t get going until 6:30. Took 
the jacket off in about a mile, just in time for two miles of 7% 
downhills into Silver lake.



Cool and beautiful. A spectacular downhill into Silver 
lake, and a great continental breakfast at Kit Carson 
lodge on the lake. Newspapers were out about the 
Supreme Court abortion decision, and a couple of middle 
aged women were complaining about the stupid judges.

The woman at Kit Carson lodge was defensive and 
apologetic about having only continental buffet 
breakfast. It was the best breakfast we had the 
whole trip: unlimited quantities of homemade banana 
and nut bread, fresh fruit, cold cereal….





My front derailleur 
slipped down on its 
mounting again.

Altitude definitely a 
factor – no strength. 
We both feel fine.



10:40 AM: Passed Carson spur, Kirkwood meadows, Caple lake, 
took lots of pictures. Now for the climb to Carson pass.







Met three westbound bike tourists. Waves, no conversation.

Carson pass was easier than expected.



We passed Kirkwood ski resort, which is really spectacular, looking like a valley 
from the Swiss alps, complete with château. We made it to Carson pass about 
11:30 and 18.5 miles. Of course we took pictures. Dave is on his second roll of film.



There’s another change in geography on the east side: 
fewer trees, high meadows with sparse grass.
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